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Theory:

Carol L. Krumhansl
"In the present work an attempt will be made to connect
the boundaries of two sciences, which, although drawn towards each other by many natural affinities, have hitherto
remained practicallydistinct-I mean the boundariesof physical and physiological acoustics on the one side, and of musical science and estheticson the other. The class of readers
addressed will, consequently, have had very different cultivation, and will be affected by very different interests . . .
The horizons of physics, philosophy, and art have of late been
too widely separated, and, as a consequence, the language,
the methods, and the aims of any one of these studies present
a certain amount of difficultyfor the student of any other of
An earlier version of this article was presented in the Special Session
entitled "Theory and Evidence: An Interface with Cognitive Psychology"
organized by Dr. Janet Hander-Powersat the Annual Meeting of the Society
for Music Theory, Kansas City, 1992. A preliminaryreport of the experimental results is contained in Carol L. Krumhansl,"Melodic Structure:Theoretical and EmpiricalDescriptions,"in Music, Language, Speechand Brain,
ed. J. Sundberg, L. Nord, and R. Carlson (London: MacMillan, 1991), 26983. This article was completed while the author was a Fellow at the Center
for Advanced Studyin the BehavioralScienceswith supportfrom the National
Science Foundation (SES-9022192) and the James McKeen Cattell Fund. I
am grateful to Robert O. Gjerdingen, Kathleen Much, Fred Lerdahl, and
Leonard Meyer for comments on this article, and to Eugene Narmour for
generous consultation at every stage of this research project.

them; and possibly this is the principalcause why the problem
here undertakenhas not been long ago more thoroughlyconsidered and advanced towards its solution."'
With these words, Hermann Helmholtz opens his 1863
treatise, Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungenals Physiologische Grundlagefur die Theorie der Musik. Despite Helmholtz's laudable example, the problems confronting interdisciplinary studies of music appear to be undiminishedtoday.
This article presents research using the methods of contemporary experimental psychology that examines a recent
music-theoretic proposal, Eugene Narmour's implicationrealization model of melodic expectancy.2 This research is
used as a vehicle for explicating some of the underlying assumptions and goals of experimental psychology. The article
also provides a brief summary of related empirical studies,
and discusses the implications of the empirical findings for
1HermannL. F. von Helmholtz, On the Sensations of Tone as a Physiological Basis for the Theoryof Music, ed. and trans. A. J. Ellis (New York:
Dover, 1954), 1; originallypublishedas Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungen
als Physiologische Grundlagefur die Theorie der Musik (Braunschweig:F.
Vieweg und Sohn, 1863).
2Eugene Narmour, The Analysis and Cognition of Basic Melodic Structures: The Implication-RealizationModel (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1990).
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psychological theory. In addition, the research illustrates
one approach to operationalizing experimentally a musictheoretic proposal, and highlights those aspects of this
proposal that makes it suited to such analysis.
MUSIC PSYCHOLOGY AND MUSIC THEORY

Helmholtz envisioned a science of music that consists of
three interrelated types of investigation: musical acoustics,
auditory physiology and perception, and music theory. The
first section of the monograph describes the acoustics of
complex tones and the perception of timbre or tone color.
The second section concerns phenomena produced by multiple tones, such as beats, combinationtones, and dissonance.
The third and final section treats the formation of musical
scales and harmonies. In this third section, Helmholtz argues
that these elementary aspects of musical organizationare the
joint productof artisticchoice and the sensory function of the
auditorysystem. However, he found the connections between
the physical, physiological, and perceptual observations, on
the one hand, and music theory, on the other, so compelling
as to conclude that such scientific results can serve as an
explanation for the kinds of structures identified by music
theorists.
Despite great advances in auditory psychology (particularly physiology and psychoacoustics),psychologicalresearch
until recentlyintersectedwith music theory almost exclusively
on a single topic, consonance. Even on that topic, the two
disciplines maintained a rather distant relationship with one
another, with minimal cross-referencingbetween the literatures. Psychological treatments tended to examine the perceived consonance of isolated intervals, whereas musictheoretic treatments emphasized influences of style and
context. Then, in the mid-1950s, two books appeared showing that a broader and deeper exchange between psychology
and music theory was possible. Leonard Meyer's Emotion

and Meaning in Music drew on diverse psychological literatures, including Gestalt psychology, motivation and emotion, learning, and informationtheory.3Robert Frances'sLa
Perception de la musique studied the perception of melody,

harmony, tonality, and atonality, using a wide range of methods, musical materials, and levels of training.4
The idea that music theory could offer insightsinto musical
behaviors began to take hold and influence the nature of
experimentationin the 1970s. The logic of the approachwas
that theoretical descriptions of musical patterns might offer
suggestions about listeners' knowledge of music (sometimes
referred to as schemas or mental representations). This
knowledge presumablyaffects how music is encoded in perception, interpreted, remembered, and performed. The shift
toward a cognitive orientation that emphasizes learning and
memory, seen perhapsmost clearlyin W. Jay Dowling's, Lola
Cuddy's, and my research, is consistent with music theory's
emphasis on culturallydetermined aspects of music.5 Musictheoretic concepts played various roles in the research: to
3LeonardB. Meyer, Emotion and Meaningin Music (Chicago:University
of Chicago Press, 1956).
4RobertFrances, The Perceptionof Music, trans. W. Jay Dowling (Hillsdale, N.J.: Erlbaum, 1988); originallypublished as La Perceptionde la musique (Paris: J. Vrin, 1958).
5W. Jay Dowling, "Recognition of Melodic Transformations:Inversion,
Retrograde, and Retrograde Inversion," Perception & Psychophysics 12
(1972): 417-21; idem, "Scale and Contour:Two Componentsof a Theory of
Memory for Melodies," Psychological Review 85 (1978): 341-54; Lola L.
Cuddy and Annabel J. Cohen, "Recognition of Transposed Melodic Sequences," QuarterlyJournal of ExperimentalPsychology 28 (1976): 255-70;
Lola L. Cuddy, Annabel J. Cohen, and Janet Miller, "Melody Recognition:
The ExperimentalApplication of Musical Rules," CanadianJournal of Psychology 33 (1979): 148-57; Carol L. Krumhansl and Roger N. Shepard,
"Quantificationof the Hierarchyof Tonal Functions within a Diatonic Context," Journal of ExperimentalPsychology: Human Perceptionand Performance 5 (1979): 579-94; Carol L. Krumhansl, "The Psychological Representation of Musical Pitch in a Tonal Context," Cognitive Psychology 11
(1979): 346-74.
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suggest musical variables of potential interest, to guide the
constructionof stimulusmaterials, and to interpretthe results
obtained.
The psychological literature now extensively documents
the importance of scale, harmony, key, meter, and rhythm
for understandingthe experience of tonal-harmonicmusic.6
By and large, the theoretical concepts invoked by the experimental studies are elementary, widely accepted, and unchallenged by the empirical results. Thus it might be argued
that music theory has served primarilyas a source of external
validation for the experimental methods. This should not diminish the fact that the experiments have successfully demonstrated the psychological reality of certain music-theoretic
concepts, however. Listeners in the experiments typically do
not have training in music theory, and yet the experimental
results show that their implicit knowledge about music contains some similar concepts. Although the emphasis has
been on tonal-harmonic music, theoretical proposals about
twentieth-centuryand non-Westernmusics have been examined in a few studies.7 The recent literature also contains
6For reviews, see John Sloboda, The Musical Mind: The Cognitive Psychology of Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985); W. Jay Dowling
and Dane L. Harwood, Music Cognition (Orlando: Academic Press, 1986);
Stephen Handel, Listening: An Introductionto the Perception of Auditory
Events (Cambridge,Mass.: MIT Press, 1989); Carol L. Krumhansl,Cognitive
Foundations of Musical Pitch (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990);
Carol L. Krumhansl,"MusicPsychology:Tonal Structuresin Perception and
Memory," Annual Review of Psychology 42 (1991): 277-303; S. McAdams
and E. Bigand, eds., Thinkingin Sound: The CognitivePsychologyof Human
Audition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993); Rita Aiello and John A.
Sloboda, eds., Musical Perceptions (New York: Oxford University Press,
1994).
7See Frances, ThePerceptionof Music;Dowling, "Recognitionof Melodic
Transformations";Carol L. Krumhansl,Gregory S. Sandell, and Desmond
C. Sergeant, "The Perception of Tone Hierarchies and Mirror Forms in
Twelve-Tone Serial Music," Music Perception 5 (1987): 31-78; Carol L.
Krumhansl"Memoryfor Musical Surface,"Memory & Cognition 19 (1991):
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some experimental tests of more speculative and technical
proposals, such as Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff's Generative Theory of Tonal Music,8 Leonard Meyer's melodic
archetypes,9 Pieter Van den Toorn's partitionings of the

401-11; MaryA. Castellano, JamshedJ. Bharucha,and Carol L. Krumhansl,
"Tonal Hierarchies in the Music of North India," Journal of Experimental
Psychology: General 113 (1984): 394-412; Edward J. Kessler, Christa
Hansen, and Roger N. Shepard, "TonalSchematain the Perceptionof Music
in Bali and the West," Music Perception2 (1984): 131-65.
8FredLerdahl and Ray Jackendoff, A GenerativeTheoryof Tonal Music
(Cambridge,Mass.: MIT Press, 1983). Studiesof the groupingcomponent are
Irene Deliege, "GroupingConditions in Listening to Music: An Approach
to Lerdahl & Jackendoff's Grouping Preference Rules," Music Perception4
(1987): 325-60; Eric F. Clarke and Carol L. Krumhansl,"PerceivingMusical
Time," Music Perception7 (1990): 213-52. Studiesof the metricalcomponent
are Caroline Palmer and Carol L. Krumhansl,"IndependentTemporal and
Pitch Structuresin Determination of Musical Phrases," Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception & Performance 13 (1987): 116-26;
CarolinePalmerand CarolL. Krumhansl,"Pitchand TemporalContributions
to MusicalPhrasePerception:Effects of Harmony, PerformanceTiming, and
Familiarity,"Perception& Psychophysics41 (1987): 505-18; CarolinePalmer
and Carol L. Krumhansl,"MentalRepresentationsfor MusicalMeter,"Journal of ExperimentalPsychology: Human Perception and Performance 16
(1990): 728-41. Studiesof the time-spanreductioncomponent are Palmerand
Krumhansl, "Independent Temporal and Pitch Structures"and "Pitch and
TemporalContributions."A study of the prolongationreductioncomponent
is EmmanuelBigand, "Abstractionof Two Forms of UnderlyingStructurein
a Tonal Melody," Psychology of Music 18 (1990): 45-59.
9LeonardB. Meyer, ExplainingMusic (Berkeley: Universityof California
Press, 1973). Studies of the melodic archetypes are Burton S. Rosner and
LeonardB. Meyer, "MelodicProcesses and the Perceptionof Music,"in The
Psychologyof Music, ed. Diana Deutsch (New York: Academic Press, 1982),
317-41; Burton S. Rosner and Leonard B. Meyer, "The PerceptualRoles of
Melodic Process, Contour, and Form," Music Perception 4 (1986): 1-39;
Mark A. Schmuckler, "Expectationin Music: Investigation of Melodic and
Harmonic Processes," Music Perception 7 (1990): 122-47.
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octatonic scale,10 and Eugene Narmour's implicationrealization model.11
METHODOLOGY IN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Some general remarks about experimental methodology
may provide useful background to the experiments that are
reportedbelow. The focus is on those aspects of methodology
that seem to distinguishpsychology most sharplyfrom music
theory. The topics covered within scientificpsychology range
from emotion, personality, and social interactions to memory, perception, and neuropsychology. The methods used in
any particular study depend on the topic of interest, but a
common core of methodological norms has emerged. As a
basic science, psychology is similarto the physical sciences in
its concern with experimentalcontrol. In many cases the stimulus materials are constructedto vary only certain properties
of interest. Sometimes more musically representative, "ecologically valid" materials (such as excerpts from compositions) are used. In the ideal case, both types of materials are
employed and the results converge on the same conclusions.
Most experimental observations take a quantitativeform,
or can be translated into one.12 Verbal reports are used less

'0Pieter C. Van den Toorn, The Music of Igor Stravinsky(New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1983); Carol L. Krumhansland Mark A. Schmuckler,
"The Petroushka Chord: A Perceptual Investigation," Music Perception 4
(1986): 153-84.
1lNarmour,The Analysis and Cognitionof Basic Melodic Structures;experiments reported in this article; Krumhansl,"Melodic Structure:Theoretical and EmpiricalDescriptions";and Carol L. Krumhansland Eugene Narmour, "Melodic Expectancy: Effects of High-Level Implications and
Similarityof Form," manuscriptunder review.
12Someof the technical issues involved in psychologicalmeasurementare
reviewed in R. Duncan Luce and Carol L. Krumhansl,"Measurement,Scaling, and Psychophysics,"in Stevens'Handbook of ExperimentalPsychology,

frequently because they are difficultto summarizeand often
add another layer of interpretationto understandingthe results. Psychology seeks to identify general principles underlying complex behaviors. Differences between individuals
may exist, but these are treated by systematic methods and
understood with respect to relevant psychologicaltheories of
individualdifferences. Frances describes the approachtaken
in experimental studies of music as follows, "Experimental
research operates in a region between the infinite variety of
individualmodes of thinking and feeling and the abstractions
of (in principle) universal aesthetic experience. In that situation research turns more and more toward definitions that
limit the diversity to types and stages that can be defined by
objective criteria."13
Psychologicalmethodology is rooted in the technical areas
of experimental design and statistics. Experimental design
considerations guide the choice of stimulus materials, participants, and experimental tasks. These choices affect how
the data are treated statistically.Any set of data is subjected
to a series of tests that evaluate whether a result is "statistically significant" or whether it might have occurred by
chance. The underlying statistical theory specifies the range
to which a result can be generalized. Once a result has passed
the test of statistical significance, its importance for current
conceptions about the psychological topic is considered.
Judgments here are more subjective.
The relationshipbetween theory and experiment is one in
which the theory predicts that a certain effect should occur
under particular conditions. The experiment then seeks to
create these conditions. If the predictionis disconfirmed,then
the theory is rejected (assuming that the experiment is well
designed and that subsequent experiments replicate the find2nd edition, ed. R. C. Atkinson, R. J. Herrnstein, G. Lindzey, and R. D.
Luce (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1988), 3-74.
13Frances,The Perceptionof Music, 3.
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ing). If confirmed, then the theory is supported-but not
proven, because alternative theories might make the same
prediction. This process of hypothesis testing describes research in an area that is sufficiently developed to generate
specificpredictions. Sometimes, however, the area is less well
developed and the experiments are more observational or
exploratory in nature. In either case, the experimental data
are used to suggest how the psychological theory might be
developed, extended, or refined; occasionally the results suggest that an established theory may need to be replaced. As
an example of how a proposal originating in music theory
might be tested experimentally, I report a series of studies
testing predictions of Narmour's implication-realization
model for tone-to-tone melodic expectancies.14
STUDIES OF MUSICAL EXPECTANCY

Expectancy plays an important function in a wide variety
of behaviors, includingperception, speech understandingand
production, and skilled performance. Burton Rosner describes the advantages of relating music-theoretictreatments
to empiricallystudied topics within psychology: "Psychology
can subsume various aspects of music theory into broader
categories. Insofar as psychology provides systematic treatments of those categories, the music theorist can avail himself
of a wider analytic framework than he might otherwise possess."15A thorough review of the literature on expectancy is
beyond the scope of this paper, but it would be well to summarize some of the studies on music. Two main objectives of
this research can be identified. First, studies of musical expectancyuncover listeners' knowledge about musicalpatterns
14Narmour,Analysis and Cognition of Basic Melodic Structures.
'5BurtonS. Rosner, "MusicPerception, Music Theory, and Psychology,"
in Explorationsin Music, the Arts, and Ideas, ed. E. Narmourand R. A. Solie
(Stuyvesant, N.Y.: Pendragon Press, 1988), 150.
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and the psychologicalprocesses they use to encode, organize,
and remember music. Second, the studies offer insights into
the dynamic processing of information over time, with continuously changing expectancies for subsequent events which
may have implications for emotional responses.
A wide variety of methods have been developed to study
musical expectancy, including production, memory, detection, priming, and structuraljudgments. This diversity lends
richness to the results obtained, but it also reflects the difficulties of studying an ongoing psychological process. In
various ways, the methods necessarily interrupt the musical
experience, so generalizations to more typical listening conditions must be made with caution. The stimulus materials
used in the studies range from isolated intervals to extended
passages, and this brief review roughly follows this proression.
James Carlsen and collaborators presented subjects with
two successive tones (ranging from a descending octave to
an ascending octave) and instructed them to sing what they
believed would be the continuation of the melody had it
not been interrupted.16These vocal productions were transcribed, and the tones produced immediately after the twotone contexts were compiled.17 A number of findings are

16JamesC. Carlsen, Pierre L. Divenyi, and Jack A. Taylor, "A PreliminaryStudyof PerceptualExpectancyin Melodic Configurations,"Councilfor
Research in Music Education Bulletin 22 (1970): 4-12; James C. Carlsen,
"Some Factors which Influence Melodic Expectancy," Psychomusicology 1
(1981): 12-29; Anna M. Unyk and James C. Carlsen, "The Influence of
Expectancy on Melodic Perception," Psychomusicology7 (1987): 3-23.
17Mark A. Schmuckler,"The Performanceof Global Expectations,"Psychomusicology9 (1990): 122-47, notes a numberof limitationsof this method.
First, the task requires a certain level of musical skill so that it is limited to
participantswho are musicallytrained. Second, producingthe continuations
requires conscious attention, although expectancies may well be largely unconscious under normal listening conditions. Finally, the two-tone contexts
may be insufficient to generate strong or consistent expectancies.
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interesting in light of certain aspects of the implicationrealization model described below. First, each stimulus interval resulted in multiple responses, suggesting that expectancies select a set of tones rather than a single tone. Second,
the tones produced tended to be proximate to the second of
the two context tones. This was true especially for ascending
and small descending intervals;large descending intervalsresulted in a numberof relatively large response intervalsin the
opposite direction. Third, response tones frequentlyreturned
to the startingpitch of the context interval or to the tone that
would complete the octave.
Dowling took a very different approach to musical expectancy, using two interleaved melodies in which successive
tones alternated back and forth between the two melodies.18
Listeners found it extremely difficult to identify the two different melodies when played in the same register, but could
detect the presence or absence of a target melody when it was
specified in advance. This difference can be accounted for by
the idea that expectancy operates by selecting only those
elements that match the cued target melody. More generally,
this researchhas led to the proposed existence of "expectancy
windows" that aim perceptual processing to particularpitch
regions at particulartimes, an idea that is similar in spirit to
the notion of "dynamicattending"developed in the work of
Mari Reiss Jones and Marilyn Boltz.19
Expectancies derived from knowledge of tonal-harmonic
style have been documented in numerous experiments, only

18W.Jay Dowling, "The Perception of Interleaved Melodies," Cognitive
Psychology 5 (1973): 322-37; W. Jay Dowling, Kitty Mei-Tak Lung, and
Susan Herrbold, "Aiming Attention in Pitch and Time in the Perception of
Interleaved Melodies," Perception & Psychophysics41 (1987): 642-56; see
W. Jay Dowling, "Expectancy and Attention in Melody Perception," Psychomusicology 9 (1990): 148-60, for a recent review.
'9MariR. Jones and MarilynBoltz, "DynamicAttending and Responses
to Time," Psychological Review 96 (1989): 459-91.

some of which will be mentioned here. Listeners remember
tones and chords that are expected in a given context better
than those that are unexpected. Stylisticallyunexpected tones
and chords are poorly remembered. In addition, changes
from an unexpected element to an expected element are difficult to detect, whereas changes from expected to unexpected elements are easily detected.20 Caroline Palmer has
found similar patterns in studies of errors made in musical
performances.21Lucinda DeWitt and Arthur Samuel demonstrated effects of style knowledge in another task.22The
task required listeners to distinguish between two types of
items: those in which a target tone was excised from the
recording and replaced with noise (a sound with broad spectral content), and those in which noise was merely added to
the signal. Listeners were more accurate when the melody
was either familiaror predictable, a result consistent with the
proposals of Dowling and of Jones and Boltz that expectancy
can aid processing by directing attentional resources.

20Cuddy,Cohen, and Miller, "Melody Recognition: The Experimental
Application of Rules"; Krumhansl, "The Psychological Representation of
MusicalPitch in a Tonal Context";JamshedJ. Bharuchaand Carol L. Krumhansl, "The Representationof Harmonic Structurein Music: Hierarchiesof
Stability as a Function of Context," Cognition 13 (1983): 63-102; Carol L.
Krumhansl,Jamshed J. Bharucha, and Mary A. Castellano, "Key Distance
Effects on Perceived Harmonic Structurein Music," Perception & Psychophysics 32 (1982): 96-108; for a review, see Krumhansl,CognitiveFoundations of Musical Pitch.
21CarolinePalmer, "The Role of InterpretivePreferences in Music Performance," in CognitiveBases of Musical Communication,ed. M. R. Jones
and S. Holleran (Washington, D.C.: American Psychological Association,
1992), 249-62; CarolinePalmerand Carlavan de Sande, "Unitsof Knowledge
in MusicPerformance,"Journalof ExperimentalPsychology:Learning,Memory, & Cognition 19 (1993): 457-70.
22LucindaA. DeWitt and Arthur G. Samuel, "The Role of Knowledgebased Expectations in Music Perception: Evidence from Musical Restoration," Journal of ExperimentalPsychology: General 119 (1990): 123-44.
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The most temporallyprecise measures of expectancy come
from the studies of Jamshed Bharucha and collaborators.23
They used a priming paradigm in which a target chord was
presented after another chord, called the prime. The task was
to judge whether the target chord was or was not in tune,
which is an indirect measure of the perceived relatedness
between the prime and target chords. The time listeners took
to judge whether the target chord was in tune was shorter
when the prime and target chords belonged to the same diatonic collection than when they did not. This and other research has led to the development of models of musical expectancy that are implemented as neural networks.24These
models contain "nodes"representingtones, chords, and keys.
Activation spreads through the network in a way that simulates how learning alters neural connections. These models
promise insights into understanding how musical patterns

23JamshedJ. Bharuchaand Keiko Stoeckig, "ReactionTime and Musical
Expectancy: Priming of Chords," Journal of ExperimentalPsychology: Human Perception and Performance 12 (1986): 403-10; Jamshed J. Bharucha
and Keiko Stoeckig, "Primingof Chords: SpreadingActivation or Overlapping Frequency Spectra?" Perception & Psychophysics 41 (1987): 519-24;
Hasan Gurkan Tekman and Jamshed J. Bharucha, "Time Course of Chord
Priming," Perception & Psychophysics 51 (1992): 33-39.
24JamshedJ. Bharucha, "MusicCognition and PerceptualFacilitation:A
Connectionist Framework," Music Perception 5 (1987): 1-30; Jamshed J.
Bharucha and Katherine L. Olney, "Tonal Cognition, Artificial Intelligence
and Neural Nets," ContemporaryMusic Review 4 (1989): 341-56; Jamshed
J. Bharucha, "Pitch, Harmony, and Neural Nets: A Psychological Perspective," in Music and Connectionism,ed. P. M. Todd and D. G. Loy (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1991); Jamshed J. Bharuchaand Peter M. Todd,
"Modeling the Perception of Tonal Structurewith Neural Nets," Computer
Music Journal 13 (1989): 44-53. In related work, Robert O. Gjerdingen,
"Categorization of Musical Patterns by Self-Organizing Neuronlike Networks,"MusicPerception7 (1990): 339-70, and "ApparentMotion in Music,"
Music Perception 11 (1994): 335-70, has demonstratedthat neural nets are
able to abstract significantvoice-leading combinations and melodic motion,
both of which may influence expectancy.

might be learned and how they govern expectancies. The
models developed by Bharucha make the useful distinction
between schematic expectancies, abstractedfrom large numbers of sequences, and veridicalexpectancies,instance-based
expectancies for what will occur next in a particularsequence.
Mark Schmuckler's studies of musical expectancy used
more extended musical excerpts, taken from an accompanied
Schumannsong.25Ten stopping points (probepositions) were
identified at which interesting melodic or harmonic progressions occur. The excerpts were interrupted at these probe
positions and then followed by different possible continuations. Listeners rated each continuation on a numericalscale
for how well it fit with their expectancies. These judgments
were influenced by knowledge of the tonal-harmonic style
(tonal hierarchies and harmonic progressions). In addition,
the data supportedthe idea that listeners base their responses
in part on conformance to linear patterns (conjunct motion)
and gap-fill patterns (disjunct motion) as proposed by Leonard Meyer.26Schmucklerfound similar patterns in a performance study, in which participantsimprovised continuations
on a keyboard.27
The majority of these studies have considered effects that
learned musical patterns have on expectancy, focusing on
such aspects as tonality, harmony, and melodic familiarity.
This is consistent with the cognitive orientation of much of
the recent research in the psychology of music. However,
general principles of perceptual organization that do not
require extensive learning, such as those studied by Albert
S. Bregman and Diana Deutsch, may also influence melodic

25Schmuckler,"Expectationin Music: Investigationof Melodic and Harmonic Processes" and "The Performanceof Global Expectations."
26Meyer,Explaining Music.
27Schmuckler,"The Performanceof Global Expectations."
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expectancy.28Narmour develops this idea in the implicationrealization model in which central roles are played by the
Gestalt principles of similarity, proximity, and good continuation. These principles, he claims, are innate, automatic,
and largely unavailable to conscious introspection. If such a
theory of melodic expectancy is supported, it would provide
a useful complement to the existing psychological literature.
Let us turn now to see how the implication-realizationmodel
was formulated as an experimentally testable proposal.
THE IMPLICATION-REALIZATION MODEL

The implication-realizationmodel invites experimentation
for a number of reasons.29First, Narmour explicitly claims
that the model describes the listener's cognitive response to
music, and he offers it as an object for experimentaltest. His
contribution is primarilyone of music analysis, rather than
of psychologicalformulation, but implicit in the work is a set
of testable hypotheses. Second, his hypotheses concern a phenomenon (tone-to-tone expectancies) that occurs over a short
span of time. Experiments are generally easier to implement
if shorter stimulus sequences are required, although some
experiments have used extended excerpts or entire musical
pieces.30 Third, the model treats musical parameters sepa28Comprehensivesummariesof this research can be found in Albert S.
Bregman,AuditorySceneAnalysis (Cambridge,Mass.: MIT Press, 1991) and
Diana Deutsch, "AuditoryPatternRecognition,"in Handbook of Perception
and Human Performance,Vol. 2, CognitiveProcesses and Performance,ed.
K. R. Boff, L. Kaufmann, and J. P. Thomas (New York: Wiley, 1986),
Chapter 32.
29Narmour,Analysis and Cognition of Basic Melodic Structures.
30See, for example, the studies by Lucy Pollard-Gott, "Emergence of
Thematic Concepts in Repeated Listening to Music," CognitivePsychology
15 (1981): 66-94; Irene Deliege, "Recognition of Musical Forms through
Listening," ContemporaryMusic Review 14 (1989): 325-60; Krumhansl,

rately. Melodic expectancy is described in terms of parametric scales of pitch independent of other musical parameters.
Although rhythmand durationare importantfor determining
when strong expectancies occur, the principles proposed to
describe whattones are expected depend only on intervalsize
and direction.31Fourth, the parametricscales can be quantified as shown below and, thus, compared with numerical
data from the experiments. Fifth, the model's principles are
presumed to be general, perhaps even universal and innate.
Although this claim is untestable in principle, it does suggest
that only minimal differences should be found with stimulus
materials from different styles and with listeners varying in
musical training and experience.
Only those aspects of the implication-realizationmodel
that are relevant to the experimentswill be summarizedhere.
The experiments test the model's proposal that principles of
perceptual organization influence melodic expectancies.
These principlesdo not depend on pre-existingknowledge of
the piece (intra-opus knowledge) or knowledge of the style
(extra-opus knowledge). Rather, the principles depend only

on the perceptually immediate musical context. Narmour
adopts the distinctionmade in psychology between top-down
processes, which interpret incoming perceptual information
by relating it to knowledge acquired through previous experience, and bottom-upprocesses, which do not involve such
knowledge. The experiments reported here focus exclusively
on the bottom-up component, although the model also proposes effects of intra- and extra-opusknowledge. In addition,
the experiments focus exclusively on hypothesized expect"Memoryfor Musical Surface,"Clarke and Krumhansl,"PerceivingMusical
Time."
31Thepracticeof controllingall but one parameterof interest follows from
experimental design considerations. This has tended to generate studies of
pitch separate from studies of rhythm; see Krumhansl,"Music Psychology:
Tonal Structuresin Perception and Memory,"for a summaryof some of the
issues and relevant experiments.
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ancy effects on the tone-to-tone level, although the model
also hypothesizes expectancy effects on higher levels between
noncontiguous tones.32
According to the model, the cognition of melodies can be
described as successive points of closure, implication, and
realization. Closure and implication have opposite effects on
expectancy for melodic continuation. When closure occurs,
expectancy for melodic continuation is weak. When nonclosure (or implication) occurs, expectancy for melodic continuation is strong. According to the model, six conditions
lead to a sense of closure: 1) a rest, 2) a strong metrical
position, 3) dissonance resolving to consonance, 4) a short
tone followed by a long tone, 5) a large interval followed by
a smaller interval, and 6) a change in registral direction (upto-down, up-to-lateral, down-to-up, down-to-lateral, lateralto-up, or lateral-to-down).33The strengthof closure increases
with the number of conditions that are present in the music.
When none of these conditions holds, the pattern is unclosed
and a point of implication is established that generates expectancies for how the melody will continue. The last interval
that appears at a point of implication is called an implicative
interval. The interval that follows is called a realized interval;
it is formed by the second tone of the implicativeinterval and
the following tone. Five principles, to be discussed shortly,
underlie the bottom-up component of the model. These principles determine classes of tones that are expected to follow
any given implicative interval, and they depend on the size
and direction of the implicative interval.
The central assumption of the model is that a small implicative interval implies a process, which means that the
realized interval will be in the same direction as the impli-

cative interval and it will be similar in size, whereas a large
implicative interval implies a reversal, which means that the
realized interval will be in a different direction from the implicative interval and it will be smaller in size. Implicative
intervals of a perfect fourth or smaller are considered small;
implicativeintervalsof a perfect fifth or larger are considered
large. The tritone (augmented fourth/diminishedfifth) is a
threshold where the implicative strength of process and reversal are equal; in tonal music this ambiguity is usually resolved by dissonance and harmonic rhythm.34As will be
shown below, the model precisely defines other terms (such
as similar-sized,smaller in size, largerin size, proximate, and
non-proximate) on the parametric scale of interval size.
I introduce the grid representation shown in Figure 1 as
a visual aid for summarizingthe five principlesunderlyingthe
model. (The principles are also summarizedin Table 1.) In
the grid, the vertical dimension represents the size of the
implicative interval measured in semitones (0 semitones =
unison, 1 semitone = minor second, 2 semitones = major
second, etc.). As can be seen, the vertical dimension divides
into small implicative intervals (up to 5 semitones) and large
implicative intervals (7 semitones or larger). The horizontal
dimension represents the size of the realized interval (again
measured in semitones) and its direction (same or different)
relative to the direction of the implicative interval.35Any
squarein the grid representsa combinationof implicativeand
realized intervals. For example, the sequence of tones C4E4-F4 (where 4 denotes the octave beginning with middle C)
is represented by the cell with an implicative interval equal
to 4 semitones (ascending major third) and realized interval
equal to 1 semitone (ascending minor second) going in the

32Anexperimental test of expectancy effects on higher levels is reported
by Carol L. Krumhansland Eugene Narmour, "MelodicExpectancy:Effects
of High-Level Implications and Similarityof Form."
33Narmour,Analysis and Cognition of Basic Melodic Structures,11-12.

34Ibid., 79.
35Inprinciple, the grids could be extended indefinitelyin both horizontal
and vertical directions, but most intervalsin tonal music fall within the range
shown.
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Figure 1. The grid representation used to describe the principles underlying the bottom-up component of the implication-realization model.
The vertical axis represents the size of the implicative interval in semitones. The horizontal axis represents the size of the realized interval
in semitones and its direction relative to the implicative interval.
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Examples:
X = C4- E4- F4 (4 semitones, 1 semitone same direction)
Y = C- A3- Eg (3 semitones, 2 semitones different direction)
same direction (up-up). The "X" in Figure 1 marks this combination of implicative and realized intervals. To give another
example, the sequence of tones C4-A3-B3 is represented by
the cell with an implicative interval equal to 3 semitones
(descending minor third) and realized interval equal to 2

semitones (ascending major second) going in a different direction (down-up); the "Y" marks this combination.
Notice that both interval size and interval direction are
used in the definitions of process (small interval followed by
a similar-sized interval in the same direction) and reversal
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Table 1. Five Principles of Melodic Expectancy Underlying the Bottom-up Component of the ImplicationRealization Model
Registral Direction

Small implicative intervals imply realized intervals in
the same direction.
Large implicative intervals imply realized intervals in
a different direction.
Intervallic Difference

Small implicative intervals imply realized intervals that
are similar-sized.1
Large implicativeintervals imply realized intervals that
are smaller in size.2
Registral Return

The interval formed by the first tone of the implicative
interval and the second tone of the realized interval
is no greater than a major second.
Proximity

Independent of the size and direction of the implicative
interval, implied realized intervals are no larger than
a perfect fourth.
Closure

Closure is strongest when 1) the implicative interval is
large and the realized interval is smaller2and 2) registral direction of implicative and realized intervals
are different.
Within a minor third if registraldirection of implicativeand realized
intervals is the same; within a major second if registral direction is
different.
2Smallerby more than a minor third if registraldirection is the same;
smallerby more than a major second if registraldirection is different.

(large interval followed by a smaller interval in a different
direction). Thus, these melodic structuresare the joint product of two independent underlying principles, one that concerns the relative directions of the implicative and realized
intervals, and one that concerns the relative sizes of the implicative and realized intervals. The first of these, the principle of registraldirection,states that the perfect fourth is the
upper bound for registral continuation, and the perfect fifth
is the lower bound for registral reversal. In other words, if
the implicative interval is a small interval (perfect fourth or
smaller), the directionis expected to continue (up-up, downdown, or lateral-lateral); if the implicative interval is a perfect fifth or larger, the direction is expected to be different
(up-down, down-up, up-lateral, or down-lateral).
The shaded cells in Figure 2 indicate the combinations of
implicative and realized intervals that satisfy the principle of
registral direction (see also Table 1). For any given implicative interval on the vertical axis, the shaded cells going
across the grid indicate the realized intervals that satisfy the
principle. For example, the sequence C4-E4-F4 (4 semitones,

1 semitone same direction) falls in one of the shaded cells in
the lower right quadrant of the grid and, thus, satisfies the
principle of registral direction. On the other hand, the sequence C4-A3-B3 (3 semitones, 2 semitones different direc-

tion) falls in an unshaded cell in the lower left quadrant, and
thus does not satisfy the principle of registral direction. The
sequence C4-A4-G4 (9 semitones, 2 semitones different di-

rection) falls in a shaded cell in the upper left hand quadrant,
and thus does satisfy the principle of registral direction, and
so on. As specified in the implication-realizationmodel, the
principle of registral direction is treated here as all-or-none:
for any given implicative interval, a realized interval either
does or does not satisfy the principle. Graded variants of
the principle, representing different degrees of implicative
strength, can be formulated and tested.
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Figure2: The principleof registraldirection.Small implicative
intervalsimply the directionwill continue;large implicativeintervalsimply the directionwill be different.

Figure3: The principleof intervallicdifference.Smallimplicative
intervalsimplysimilar-sizedintervals;largeimplicativeintervals
imply smallerintervals.
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The second principle concerns the interval-size aspect of
the definitions of process and reversal. This principle of intervallic difference similarly distinguishes between implications for small and large implicative intervals. For small implicative intervals, the principle states that small implicative
intervalsimply similar-sizedrealized intervals. The definition
of similar-sizeddepends on whether registraldirection is the
same or different. In the former case, similar-sizedmeans the
same size plus or minus a minor third. In the latter case,
similar-sizedmeans the same size plus or minus a major second. Figure 3 shows as the shaded cells on the bottom half
for small implicative intervals those combinations of implicative and realized intervals that satisfy the principle of intervallic difference. The shaded region is slightly asymmetric
because the definition of similar-sized depends on whether
registral direction is same or different. The sequences C4E4-F4 (4 semitones, 1 semitone same direction) and C4A3-B3 (3 semitones, 2 semitones different direction) fall in

E
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shaded cells, but not the sequence C4-D4-A4 (2 semitones,
7 semitones same direction).
For large implicative intervals, the principle of intervallic
differencestates that large implicativeintervalsimplyrealized
intervals that are smaller in size. The definition of smaller
depends on whether registral direction is same or different.
In the former case, smaller means smaller by more than a
minor third. In the latter case, smaller means smaller by a
more than a major second. Figure 3 shows as the shaded cells
on the top half for large implicative intervals those combinations of implicative and realized intervals that satisfy the
principleof intervallicdifference. For example, the sequences
C4-G4-F4 (7 semitones, 2 semitones different direction) and

C4-B4-D5 (11 semitones, 3 semitones same direction) fall in
shaded cells, but not the sequence C4-G4-B4 (7 semitones,

4 semitones same direction). Again, this principle is treated
here, as in the implication-realizationmodel, as all-or-none.
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Before describing the three remaining principles underlying the bottom-up component of the implication-realization
model, I will show that the two principlesof registraldirection
and intervallic difference define not only process and reversal, but the complete set of basic melodic structuresdescribed
by Narmour. These structures fall into two categories: prospective structures, which are denoted by initials without
parentheses, and retrospectivestructures, which are denoted
by initials with parentheses. In the theory, this distinction
produces a set of correspondences between the melodic
structures for small and large implicative intervals; possible
psychological effects of the distinction are unclear. These
melodic structures will be described with reference to both
Figure 4 and Table 2.36
Consider first the melodic structuresfor small implicative
intervals. Process, defined as above and denoted P, is the case
in which both principles of registral direction and intervallic
difference are satisfied; that is, the realized interval is in the
same direction as the implicativeintervaland is similarin size.
The region shown for process in the lower right quadrantof
Figure 4 is the intersection of the regions for the principles
of registral direction and intervallic difference shown in Figures 2 and 3. Intervallicprocess, denoted IP, is the case in
which only the principle of intervallic difference is satisfied;
the realized interval is similarin size but the realized interval
is in a different direction from the implicative interval (and
the region for intervallicprocess shown in the lower left quadrant is shaded in Figure 3 but not Figure 2). Registralprocess,
denoted VP (where V = Vectorial), is the case in which only
the principle of registral direction is satisfied; the realized
intervalis in the same direction as the implicativeinterval but
36Duplication,D, and its variants, intervallic duplication, ID, and retrospectiveintervallicduplication,(ID), are not marked, as they can be treated
as special cases of process, P, intervallic process, IP, and retrospective intervallic process, (IP), respectively.

is larger (and the region shown for registral process in the
lower right quadrantis shaded in Figure 2 but not Figure 3).
The three remaining melodic structures for small implicative intervals are retrospective: retrospectivereversal, denoted (R), retrospective intervallic reversal, denoted (IR),
and retrospective registral reversal, denoted (VR). These are

called retrospectivemelodic structuresbecause they are heard
in retrospect as variants of the corresponding prospective
melodic structures for large implicative intervals which are
defined next. The logic of the names given to these retrospective structurescan be understood by comparing the retrospective structures for small implicative intervals to the
corresponding prospective structures for large implicative
intervals going out along the diagonals of Figure 4 (retrospective reversal, (R), to reversal, R; retrospectiveintervallic
reversal, (IR), to intervallic reversal, IR; and retrospective
registral reversal, (VR), to registral reversal, VR), and also
by comparingthe definitions of the correspondingstructures
in Table 2.
The melodic structuresfor large implicative intervals are
defined in a similar way. Reversal, defined as above and denoted R, is the case in which both principles of registral
direction and intervallic difference are satisfied; the realized
interval is in a different direction and is smaller than the
implicative interval. The region for reversal in the upper left
quadrant of Figure 4 corresponds to the intersection of the
regions for registral direction and intervallic difference in
Figures 2 and 3. Intervallicreversal, denoted IR, is the case
in which only the principle of intervallic difference is satisfied (and the region for intervallicreversal in the upper right
quadrant is shaded in Figure 3 but not in Figure 2). Registral reversal, denoted VR, is the case in which only the principle of registraldirection is satisfied (and the region for registral reversal in the upper left quadrantis shaded in Figure
2 but not Figure 3). Again, three retrospective structures
are defined: retrospective process, (P), retrospective intervallic
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Figure 4: The classification of pairs of implicative and realized intervals into a comprehensive set of basic melodic structures.
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Table 2. Definition of Basic Melodic Structures
Basic Melodic
Structure

Direction of Realized
Interval Relative to
Implicative Interval

For Small Implicative Intervals:
Process, P
Intervallic Process, IP
Registral Process, VP
Retrospective Reversal, (R)
Retrospective Intervallic Reversal, (IR)
Retrospective Registral Reversal, (VR)
For Large Implicative Intervals:
Reversal, R
Intervallic Reversal, IR
Registral Reversal, VR
Retrospective Process, (P)
Retrospective Intervallic Process, (IP)
Retrospective Registral Process, (VP)

Same2

Different
Same2

Different
Same2

Different

Different2

Same
Different2

Same
Different2

Same

Size of Realized
Interval Relative to
Implicative Interval'
Similar3
Similar3
Larger
Smaller
Smaller
Larger
Smaller3
Smaller3
Larger
Similar
Similar
Larger

'If registral direction of implicative and realized intervals is the same, smaller means by more than a minor third, similar-sizedmeans within
a minor third, and larger means by more than a minor third. If registral direction is different, smaller means by more than a major second,
similar-sized means within a major second, and larger means by more than a major second.
2Satisfiesprinciple of registral direction.
3Satisfiesprinciple of intervallic difference.

process, (IP), and retrospective registral process, (VP). As
before, each of these retrospective melodic structures for
large implicative intervals corresponds to a prospective melodic structure for small implicative intervals. The correspondence between retrospective and prospective structures
(retrospective process, (P), to process, P; retrospective intervallic process, (IP), to intervallic process, IP; and retrospective registral process, (VP), to registral process, VP) can
be see by comparing the regions in Figure 4 and the definitions in Table 2.

The melodic structures of the implication-realization
model, just described, derive from the two principles of registral direction and intervallic difference. Three additional
principles of melodic expectancy are implicit in the model.
The first of these is registral return, and it refers to proximity
between the first tone of the implicative interval and the
second tone of the realized interval. Exact registral return,
denoted aba, is the case in which these tones are the same,
for example, C4-A3-C4 (3 semitones, 3 semitones different
direction). Near registral return, denoted aba1, is the case in
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which these tones are within a major second of one another
(but are not identical), for example, C4-G3-B3 (5 semitones,
4 semitones different direction). The shaded cells in Figure
5 show the combinationsof implicative and realized intervals
that have either exact or near registralreturn. This principle
is treated here as all-or-none but could, in an elaboration of
the model, be treated as graded in strength.
The next principle is proximity, and it refers to the size of
the realized interval. This principleis independent of the size
and direction of the implicative interval. On the parametric
scale of musical interval size, intervals that are a perfect
fourth or smaller are proximate, and all larger intervals are
non-proximate.The principleof proximitycan be represented
as in Figure 6, with the degree of proximity grading off from
maximum for the unison to minimum for the largest proximate interval, the perfect fourth. All larger intervals are
non-proximate and the corresponding region is not shaded.
The sequence C4-E4-F4 (4 semitones, 1 semitone same direction) would be strongly proximate, C4-E4-A4 (4 semi-

tones, 5 semitones same direction) would be weakly proximate, and the sequence C4-E4-B4 (4 semitones, 7 semitones

same direction) would be non-proximate. Note that, unlike
the other principlesdescribedso far, proximityis treated here
as graded in strength.
The final principle implicit in the implication-realization
model, closure, describes closural effects of different pairs of
implicativeand realized intervals. As noted earlier, the model
holds that a number of factors, including pauses, changes of
tone duration, meter, and harmony, produce closure, and
these factors are important for determining where points of
implication occur. The principle of closure is a restricted
sense of closure and specifies, given that an implicative interval has occurred, which realized intervalswill produce closure (independent of these other factors). Closure occurs either when the registral direction changes (for example, C4F4-E4 5 semitones, 1 semitone different direction) or when

Figure5: The principleof registralreturn.Registralreturnrefers
to proximityto the first tone of the implicativeinterval.
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Figure6: The principleof proximity.Proximityoccurswhen the
size of the realized intervalis a perfect fourth or smaller.
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a large implicative interval is followed by a smaller realized
interval (for example, C4-G4-A4, 7 semitones, 2 semitones
same direction). In cases in which both occur, closure would
be strongest (for example, C4-A4-G4, 9 semitones, 2 semitones different direction). The different strengths of closure
are indicatedin Figure 7: both conditions (dark shading), only
one condition (light shading), and neither condition (no shading). Thus, this principleis also treated as graded in strength.

Figure7: The principleof closure.Closureoccurswhen the registraldirectionchanges, or when a large intervalis followed by
a smallerinterval.
Closure
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The five principles formalized as described above provide
a basis for developing a quantitativemodel that can be tested
against the results of perceptual experiments. In the experiments reported here, melodic fragmentsending on unclosed,
implicative intervals were extracted from musical pieces in
three different styles. A single tone, the "continuationtone,"
was added at the end of the fragments in the rhythmic position of the next tone in the original music. The continuation
tone varied from trial to trial until each tone in the set of
continuation tones for that experiment had been presented
with each melodic fragment. The sequences were played in
a synthesized piano timbre under computer control, which
was also used to record and analyze the data.37
The listeners were told that they would hear fragments of
melodies that began at the beginning of a phrase but ended
in the middle of a phrase. They were instructed to rate how
well the additional single tone (the continuation tone) continued the melodic fragment. For this, they used a numerical
rating scale ranging from 1 ("extremely bad continuation")
37AdrianRobert wrote the computer programthat controlled the experiment and collected the data. E. Glenn Schellenberg selected the musical
excerpts, conducted the experimental sessions, carried out preliminarystatistical analyses, and drafted some of the figures.
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to 7 ("extremely good continuation"). Listeners were told
that each melodic fragment may still sound incomplete even
with the added tone, and they should not rate how well the
test tones completed the fragments, but rather how well the
test tones continuedthe fragments. Listeners heard a number
of practice trials so they could ask any questions they might
have about the instructions. Then the actual experiment began with a block of trials for each melodic fragment. In each
experiment, the order of the melodic fragmentswas random,
and the order of the continuation tones was random. At the
beginning of each block of trials, the fragmentwas presented
three times so that listeners could become familiar with it.
The final, implicative intervals of the fragments varied in
both size and direction, so that both small and large implicative intervals were equally represented in both ascending
and descending forms. The first experiment employed eight
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melodic fragments from British folk songs (shown as Examples 1.1-1.8).38 The continuation tones were all diatonic scale
tones within the two-octave range centered on the final tone
of the fragment. Ten of the listeners who participated in the
experiment were musically trained, and the remaining ten
listeners were untrained. The second experiment employed
eight fragments from Webern's Lieder, Op. 3, 4, and 15
(shown as Examples 2.1-2.8). The continuation tones were
all chromatic scale tones within the two-octave range. The
listeners in this experiment were generally unfamiliar with the
atonal style; thirteen were musically trained and thirteen
were untrained. The third experiment employed twelve fragments from Chinese folk songs (shown as Examples 3.13.12).39 Continuation tones were all pentatonic scale tones
within the two-octave range. Eight listeners were native
Chinese; eight listeners were native Americans.40

EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

The results will be presented and discussed in three parts.
The first part summarizes tests of the five bottom-up principles underlying the implication-realization model. The statistical analysis compares the listeners' numerical ratings of
the melodic continuations with a quantitative formulation of
the principles. The data used in this first part were averaged
across listeners because preliminary analyses found the listeners gave similar responses. The second part compares the
38CecilJ. Sharp, English Folk Songs, Vols. 1-2, selected ed. (London:

Examples 1.1-1.8: The melodic excerpts from British folk songs
used in the first experiment.
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Novello & Company, 1920); R. Palmer, ed., Folk Songs Collected by Ralph

VaughanWilliams (London: J. M. Dent & Sons, 1983).
39Chung-kuoMin Kuo Hsuan (Chinese Folk Songs) (People's Republic
of China: People's Music Publishing Company, 1980).
40TheChinese listeners had resided in the United States for an average
of 2 years and 7 months and reported having been primarily exposed to
Chinese music.

responses for the different melodic structures with the model's predictions concerning their relative degree of surprise.
Again, these analyses were done on the data averaged across
listeners. The third part presents tests showing consistent
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Examples 2.1-2.8: The melodic excerpts from atonal songs used in the second experiment.
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Examples 3.1-3.12: The melodic excerpts from Chinese folk
songs used in the third experiment.
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response patterns across listeners despite differences in
musical training and familiaritywith the styles of music.
The first step in testing the five bottom-up principles described above (registraldirection, intervallicdifference, registral return, proximity, and closure) was to translate them
into numerical values. Figure 8 shows the numerical values
assigned to each combination of implicative and realized intervals. When a principle is all-or-none, 1 was assigned to
combinations that satisfy the principle and 0 was assigned to
the combinations that do not satisfy the principle. When a
principle is graded in strength, the numbers were chosen to
represent the gradation.The five principlescoded in this way
are called predictor variables and are denoted RD, ID, RR,
PR, and CL, respectively.
The second step was to assign the appropriatevalues of
the predictor variables to each trial in each of the three experiments. To take a concrete example, considerExample 1.1
in which the implicative interval (A4-G4) is a major second.
On one trial, the continuation tone presented following the
fragment was E4. For this particularcombination of implicative and realized intervals (2 semitones, 3 semitones same
direction), the value of RD = 1 because the continuation
tone is in the expected direction (small implicative intervals
imply registral direction will continue). The value of ID =
1 because the implicative interval (A4-G4) and realized interval (G4-E4) are similar in size (small implicativeintervals
imply similar-sizedintervals). The value of RR = 0, because
the continuation tone (E4) is farther than a major second
from the first tone (A4) of the implicativeinterval. The value
of PR = 3 because the continuation tone (E4) is moderately
proximateto the second tone of the implicativeinterval (G4).
And, the value of CL = 0, because neither condition for
closure obtains (reversal of direction, or large interval followed by a smaller interval). So, this gives five values for this
particularcombination of implicative and realized intervals.
To take another example, the continuation tone on another
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Figure 8: Quantified predictor variables for the perceptual tests
of the implication-realization model. The numbers represent the
degree to which the pairs of implicative and realized intervals
satisfy each of five principles.
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trial was B4 (2 semitones, 4 semitones different direction),
with RD = 0, ID = 1, RR = 1, PR = 2, and CL = 1. Five
numerical values were found in this way for each of the 120
trials of the first experiment, the 200 trials of the second
experiment, and the 132 trials of the third experiment, each
representing different combinations of implicative and realized intervals.
The analysis of the data used the statistical technique of
multiple regression.41 This technique assesses whether a dependent variable, Y, can be explained well as a weighted sum
of a number of predictor variables. In the present case, the
dependent variable was the listeners' ratings of the continuation tones, and the predictor variables were the numerical
codings of the five principles for each trial. The analysis tested
whether listeners tended to give higher ratings to continuation tones that fit with the model's predictions for melodic
expectancy as formalized in the five principles. Specifically,
it tested whether weights, w, could be found such that the
ratings of the continuation tones, Y, were approximately
+ wRRRR + wpRPR + WcCLC
equal to wRDRD + wID
a
The
(plus constant).
weights allow for the possibility that
some of the principles may be stronger than others. The statistical method finds the weights that provide the best possible
fit to the data, evaluates the overall fit of the model, and
evaluates the contribution of the individual predictor variables.
The results of the statistical analysis strongly supported the
implication-realization model. Table 3 summarizes the results
for the data averaged across listeners in each of the three
experiments. The multiple correlation, R, shown at the top
41RichardB. Darlington, Regressionand Linear Models (New York: McGraw, 1990); Allen L. Edwards, Multiple Regression and the Analysis of
Varianceand Covariance (San Francisco: Freeman, 1979). Computer algorithms for performing multiple regressions are included in most statistical
packages, such as Systat and Statview.

Closure
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Table 3. Results of Multiple Regression Testing Model
British
Folk Songs

Chinese
Folk Songs

Atonal
Songs

Multiple Regression
Model

R = .846
p < .0001
N = 120

R = .714
p < .0001
N = 200

R = .849
p < .0001
N = 132

Registral Direction

WRD = .17
p < .005
WID = .17

WRD = .32
p < .0001

p< .1

WRD = .12
p <.05
WID = .16
p <.05
WRR= .16
p < .01
WPR= .67
p < .0001

Intervallic Difference

WID = .09

Registral Return

WRR= .31
p < .0001

n.s.
WRR= .21
p < .0005

Proximity

WPR =

WPR =

Closure
Unison
Tonality

.50

p < .0001
WCL = .21
p < .005
WUN = -.06
n.s.
WTN = .17
p < .005

.51

p < .0001
WCL = .16
p < .05
WUN = -.19
p < .05
WTN = .13
p < .05

WCL = .30

p <.05
WUN = -.31
p< .01
WTN = .11

p <.05

Note: n.s. = not statistically significant

of each column, is a measure of how well the dependent
variable was explained by the model. An R = 1 means that
the dependent variable can be predicted perfectly by the predictor variables; an R = 0 means that the dependent variable
cannot be predicted at all by the predictor variables. The
obtained values of R were quite high, which means that the
ratings of the continuation tones were quite well predicted by
the principles as quantitatively coded (with the addition of
two other variables described below). The statistical significance of each multiple correlation, R, is measured by the
corresponding value of p, shown below. The p value indicates
the probability that this value of R would occur by chance

(that is, if the dependent variable were randomly chosen from
a distribution of values that are in fact unrelated to the predictor variables). For all three experiments the probability
values, p, were less than .0001, which means that R values
this large are highly unlikely to occur by chance. (By convention, any p value less than .05 is considered statistically
significant.) The N values shown are simply the number of
trials in each experiment; they are included in the table
because the statistical significance of a multiple correlation
depends on this value.
The analyses generally validated the five principles as they
were numerically coded. The relative strength of each of the
predictor variables is indicated in two ways in the results of
the regression analysis, by the weight, w, and by the probability, p, of each of the variables. These are also given in
the table. Most of the variables were individually significant
as measured by the p values. Overall, the weakest contribution was made by intervallic difference, and the strongest
contribution was made by proximity. The somewhat different
patterns of weights across the three experiments may suggest
possible differences in the relative strengths of the principles
across styles, but they may also simply reflect differences
between the particular excerpts chosen for the three experiments.
Preliminary analyses suggested that two additional predictor variables should be added to the model. Listeners
tended to rate realized intervals of unisons (0 semitones)
somewhat lower than predicted, so a compensatory variable
called "unison" (which received a negative weight) was added
to the model. This suggests that the perceptual effects of
unisons may be qualitatively different from other realized
intervals and not governed by the same principles. A variable
called "tonality" was also added to the model for each experiment. These variables were developed from previous psychological results. For the first experiment, the tonality variable was the experimentally quantified tonal hierarchy for the
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major or minor key of the melodic fragment.42For the second
experiment, the tonality variablewas a measure of the degree
to which the realized interval fits tonally with the implicative
interval.43For the third experiment, the tonality variable
coded whether or not the pentatonic scale tones belonged to
the basis set of the mode.44
In consideringthese results, it is importantto bear in mind
the model's precise parameterizationalong the scale of musical pitch. This gives the sharply defined boundaries for the
principlesin the grid representation. The good fit of the data
by the quantifiedprinciplessuggests that these boundariesare
at least approximatelycorrect. One contributionthat can be
made by experimental tests is to evaluate whether perceptual
42CarolL. Krumhansl and Edward J. Kessler, "Tracing the Dynamic
Changes in Perceived Tonal Organizationin a Spatial Representationof Musical Keys," Psychological Review 89 (1982): 334-68. In the experiment, a
strong key-definingcontext such as a IV-V-I cadence in a major or minor
key was followed by each of the twelve tones of the chromaticscale. Listeneis
rated these tones in terms of how well they "fitwith"the key-definingcontext.
The rating of the tonic was highest, followed by the third and fifth scale
degrees, then the other scale degrees, and finally the nondiatonic tones.
43Thismeasure was the maximumcorrelationbetween the three tones of
the implicativeand realizedintervaland the tonal hierarchyof the twenty-four
major and minor keys as quantifiedby Krumhansland Kessler, "Tracingthe
Dynamic Changes." The measure is based on the key-finding algorithm of
Carol L. Krumhansland Mark A. Schmucklerdescribedin Krumhansl,Cognitive Foundationsof Musical Pitch. It was used in Krumhansl,Sandell, and
Sergeant, "The Perception of Tone Hierarchiesand MirrorForms in TwelveTone Serial Music," which also found an influence of tonal implications on
the perceptionof excerptsfrom Schoenberg'sWindQuintet,op. 26, and String
QuartetNo. 4, op. 37.
44Thebasis set consists of the three structurallysignificanttones within
the mode. See Sin-Yan Shen, ChineseMusic and Orchestration:A Primeron
Principlesand Practice (Chicago: Chinese Music Society of North America,
1991). This variable coded as 1 those tones in the basis set of the mode, and
coded as 0 the other scale tones. Recall that the continuation tones were all
members of the pentatonic scale. A similar coding of tones based on partitioningsof the octatonic collection was used by Krumhansland Schmuckler,
"The Petroushka Chord: A Perceptual Investigation."

effects might be modeled better by a somewhat different formulation. An analysisthat considers alternativeformulations
with a more comprehensive set of data will be presented
elsewhere45;the analysis presented here used the principles
as they are currently parameterized in the implicationrealization model.
A second issue concerningthe model testing deals with the
interrelationships among the five principles. The five principles are not all mutuallycompatible. Realized intervalsthat
satisfy one principle do not necessarily satisfy the others, but
all the principles are presumed to influence melodic expectancies to some degree. This is supported by the good fit of
the weighted sum of the quantifiedprinciples. A problem of
a somewhat technical nature arises, however, in interpreting
the weights. This is because the principles are not all independent. For example, realized intervalsthat satisfy the principle of intervallic difference also tend to be proximate and
produce closure. Thus, trade-offs between the weights for
the related principles are possible. This problem of nonindependence is also treated elsewhere.46
45Anextensive analysisof alternativeformulationsof the bottom-up component of the implication-realizationmodel will be presented in Carol L.
Krumhansl, "Tonal and Melodic Implicationsof Musical Intervals," manuscript in preparation.Briefly, the experimentto be reportedused implicative
intervals ranging from a descending major seventh to an ascending major
seventh. The continuationtones were all tones in the chromaticscale in two
octaves. These data supported the principle of registral direction, and suggested that both proximityand registralreturnshould be modified to include
broader ranges of pitch differences. When these modificationswere made,
neither intervallic difference nor closure had residual effects. The unison
effect was again found, and also an effect of octaves. Moreover, consonance
and dissonancewere found to influencethe results over and above the effects
of tonality.
46Ibid.The data from that experimentwas used to develop a model containing independent predictor variables. These include the principle of registral direction as originallyformulatedin the implication-realizationmodel,
and modified versions of the principles of proximity and registral return.
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A third issue concerns the effects of tonality and other
influences of style knowledge. Although this article focuses
on the bottom-up component of the implication-realization
model, effects of style knowledge would be expected, given
the numerous psychological studies cited earlier documenting
influences of such factors as scale, harmony, and key on perceptual judgments. In the present test of the implicationrealization model, additional variables were entered into the
analyses representing effects of scale and tonality. These are
extrinsic to the implication-realization model itself, but are
not incompatible with it. The model posits both intra-opus
and extra-opus knowledge as additional sources of melodic
expectancy, but without the precise specification of the
bottom-up component. Consequently, the model tested here
constructed variables representing style knowledge from
prior experimental results. These variables were independent
(in the technical sense introduced above) of the five principles, and the results of the analyses suggest that they neither
dominate over nor interact strongly with the five principles.
The second part of the results concerned the model's predictions for the degree of surprise of the melodic structures.
The theory predicts a graded degree of surprise along a continuum.47 The order of the melodic structures along the continuum from least to most is shown in Table 4, first for structures with small implicative intervals and then for structures
with large implicative intervals. When the implicative interval
is small, process, P, has the effect of no surprise; intervallic
process, IP, has a small effect of surprise; followed by registral process, VP; and finally retrospective registral reversal,
(VR), with the greatest degree of surprise. When the implicative interval is large, reversal, R, has the effect of no
surprise; intervallic reversal, IR, has a small effect of surprise;
47Narmour,Analysis and Cognitionof Basic MelodicStructures,343. Only
those melodic structureswith a sufficient number of experimental observations to make reliable estimates are considered.

Table 4. Predicted Degree of Surprise of the Basic Melodic
Structures and Corresponding Perceptual Judgments
British
Atonal
Folk Songs Songs
For Small Implicative Intervals:
4.73
Process, P
Intervallic Process, IP
5.22
2.33
Registral Process, VP
2.89
Retrospective Registral
Reversal, (VR)
For Large Implicative Intervals:
4.92
Reversal, R
Intervallic Reversal, IR
3.89
4.48
Retrospective Intervallic
Process, (IP)
2.25
Retrospective Process, (P)

Chinese
Folk Songs

4.77
3.47
2.98

4.81
5.23
2.30
3.10

5.05
4.03
4.52

5.33
3.98
3.90

3.03

2.43

4.67

followed by retrospective intervallic process, (IP); and finally
retrospective process, (P), with the greatest degree of surprise. Analyses examined whether the ratings of the continuation tones confirmed these predictions. High average ratings would be expected to correspond with low degrees of
surprise, and vice versa. The average ratings for all pairs of
implicative and realized intervals for each of the melodic
structures were computed and are also shown in the table.
The ratings conformed quite well with the predictions,
with three exceptions. First, the ratings for intervallic processes, IP, tended to be somewhat higher than the ratings for
processes, P (lines 1 and 2 of the table). Second, the ratings
for retrospective intervallic processes, (IP), tended to be
somewhat higher than the ratings for intervallic reversals, IR
(lines 6 and 7 of the table). Both intervallic processes, IP, and
retrospective intervallic processes, (IP), may have received
relatively high ratings because they satisfy the principle of
registral return. This can be seen by noting that the regions
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for these two melodic structures in Figure 4 are included in
the shaded region for registralreturn in Figure 5. Third, the
ratings for retrospective registral reversals, (VR), tended to
be somewhat higher than registralprocesses, VP (lines 3 and
4). This finding may be explained by the different degrees of
closure produced by the two melodic structures. Retrospective registral reversals, (VR), are more closed than registral
processes, VP. This can be seen by comparingthe regions for
these two structures in Figure 4 with the corresponding regions in Figure 7. In sum, analyzing the data in this way
provides further support for the idea that melodic expectancies are influenced not only by registral direction and intervallic difference (which define the basic melodic structures) but also by the additional principles of registralreturn
and closure.
Finally, the degree of consistency found across listeners
in these experiments might be the most unexpected result.
Listeners produced similar melodic continuation judgments
despite substantialvariation in their musical training and familiarity with the musical styles. In the first and third experiments, each listener's judgments correlated significantly
with those of every other listener. In the second experiment,
agreement between listeners was also strong, with the exception of four moderately trained listeners who responded
idiosyncraticallyto the atonal melodies.48Moreover, the fit
of the quantified model was statistically significantfor every
individual listener in the first and third experiments, and for
all but two listeners in the second experiment.
This consistency bears emphasis for two reasons. First, the
bottom-up component of the implication-realizationmodel is
48Twoof these tended to give higherratingsto continuationtones that had
appeared more recently in the fragment; two showed the opposite pattern.
Similarresponse patternswere found in the study by Krumhansl,Sandell, and
Sergeant, "The Perceptionof Tone Hierarchiesand MirrorForms in TwelveTone Serial Music."

directed at identifying general principles of music cognition
that operate independently of the listener's musical experience. The degree of consistency found across listeners suggests that musical expectancy is a phenomenon that is compatible with this goal. Second, the consistency suggests that
musical expectancy is, in part, a basic psychologicalresponse
that does not depend on specialized training, extensive experience with the particularmusical style, or knowledge of
technical concepts or vocabulary.
In this connection, a few words might be said about the
task that was used in the experiments. A natural question is
what effect the particularinstructionsused in the experiment
might have had on the pattern of responses. One approach
to this question is to vary the instructions and determine if
this produces a changed pattern. The first experiment was,
in fact, repeated with two different sets of instructionswith
a separate group of listeners. The two alternativeinstructions
were to rate how "pleasant"the continuation tone sounded
in the context of the melodic fragment, and to rate how "interesting" the continuation tone sounded in the context of
the melodic fragment. Again, half of the listeners were musically trained, and half were untrained. The "pleasant"instructions and the instructions to judge the goodness of the
continuations produced virtually identical results. For most
listeners, the "interesting"ratings were essentially the opposite of the "pleasant"ratings, that is, pleasant continuations were judged uninteresting. For a few listeners, "interesting" was responded to as though it were a synonym of
"pleasant."The essential point is that all three sets of verbal
instructionsresulted in essentially the same underlying continuum of responses.
This strategy of using multiple methods to study a psychological phenomenon is called "converging operations."
Any particularmethod may impose its own distinctive characteristics on the data, so it is important to use different
methods. If the results converge, one can gain confidence that
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the data reflect the underlying psychological phenomenon
and not the measurement technique itself. This is especially
true if the two methods are quite different. In the present
case, the research of James Carlsen and collaborators provides a source of converging evidence for the predictions of
the implication-realizationmodel.49Recall that their method
was to present listeners with two successive tones, ranging
from a descending octave to an ascending octave. The listeners, who were music students, were instructedto respond
by singing the tones that they expected would follow the
stimulus interval in a melody.
The first tone produced by the listeners in their melodic
continuations can be considered analogous to the continuation tones of the present experiments. Statistical analyses
showed that the production data are well predicted by the
implication-realization model. The fit of the data by the
model coded as described above was highly significant statistically, and each of the quantified predictor variables was
significantindividually.The only notable difference from the
results reported here was that the contributionmade by the
principle of closure was considerablyweaker than in the experimentsreported here. This difference, however, would be
expected given their instructionsto continue the melody. The
degree to which the perception and production measures
agree is remarkablegiven the very different tasks and stimulus materials. The convergence between the results suggests
that they are both tapping into the same underlying system
of musical expectancy.
CONCLUSIONS

These experimentshave sampled a restrictedrange of musical styles and listeners, and the rules of statisticalinference
49Carlsen, "Some Factors which Influence Melodic Expectancy"; Unyk
and Carlsen, "The Influence of Expectancy on Melodic Perception."

prevent generalizingbeyond the particularmusical segments
employed in the experiments and beyond listeners similar
to those who participated.Nevertheless, the uniformitywith
which the present results supported the implicationrealization model encourages the view that the model has
successfully codified psychological principles governing melodic expectancy. Assuming that further psychological tests
continue to supportthe model or related music-theoreticproposals, what can be taken as the significanceof the results in
the broader sense? Psychologically, two points seem particularly noteworthy. The first concerns the role that principles
of perceptual organization may play in melodic expectancy.
The second concernsthe absence of effects of musicaltraining
and enculturation.
Narmour considers the bottom-up component of the
implication-realizationmodel to embody generalprinciplesof
perceptual organization operating in music cognition. These
principles,often attributedto the Gestalt psychologists, specify the propertieson the basis of which perceptualwholes are
built up from the parts. These laws are named, and most often
illustrated, with reference to visual patterns, so that it is difficult to be precise in applying them to another domain. But
the principlesof the implication-realizationmodel, especially
those for small implicative intervals, do lend themselves to
this kind of comparison. In essence, the model says that given
a small implicative interval, listeners expect that the melodic
direction will continue (in Gestalt terms, good continuation);
the next interval will be small (proximity) or similar in size
(similarity); or the melody will reverse direction and return
to the earlierpitch range (symmetry).In Gestalt theory, these
principles determine how parts are combined into wholes.
Thus the psychological function of these principles in music
cognition may be to join successive tones into coherent melodic patterns.
The principles describing melodic expectancies for large
implicative intervals are harder to derive from general prin-
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ciples of perceptual organization. Gestalt principles of symmetry and proximityplay a role for large implicativeintervals
just as they do for small implicative intervals. But the core
concept for large implicative intervals is reversal, that is,
the expectancy that the melodic direction will reverse and the
interval size will decrease. These conditions, accordingto the
theory, are precisely those that engender the strongest sense
of closure. To speculate on a possible psychological basis,
large intervals, which are relatively infrequent in tonal melodies, may create a sense of instability, which in turn implies
that resolution or closure will follow. At a more general level,
closure is important for establishing the boundaries of coherent, complete, and well-formed units, which is important
for efficient cognitive representation. Thus from a psychological point of view, the principles of the implicationrealization model may serve to facilitate grouping and segmentation of the on-going perceptual information.
Although the bottom-up component of the model can be
related to some degree to general principles of perceptual
organization, it should be emphasized that they are precisely
stated in terms of musical interval size and direction. That is,
the principlestake on values particularto the musicaldomain.
According to the theory, these principles are innately specified and universal. Although this claim would be difficult to
assess, the results of these preliminarystudies are remarkable
for the degree of consistency found across musical styles and
across listeners with different levels of musical training and
enculturation, as the model would predict. If future research
supportsthe generalityof these precisely-specifiedprinciples,
then it would strengthen the possibility that the mind has
modes of processing and representationspecial to music, and
that these modes do not require extensive learning.
This possibility generally runs counter to current conceptions in music psychology that emphasize the importance of
knowledge of musical style presumably acquired through
extensive experience. Research with infants, however, has

increasingly found early sensitivity to music and music-like
patterns. Sandra Trehub recently summarized experiments
showing that infants may be selectively predisposed to the
intervals of octaves and fifths,50and I have shown in collaborative research with Peter Jusczyk that infants as young
as 4! months of age are sensitive to musical phrasing.51
Mechthild Papousek and Hanus Papousek have documented
the presence of many musical elements in infants' early vocalizations.52 As the data accumulate, psychologists will
continue to clarify the relative contributionsof uniquely musical abilities, general psychological principles, and acquired
knowledge to various musical behaviors. Whatever the balance, it should be clear that the implication-realizationmodel
poses a challenge to psychologistsby offering a preciselyspecified proposal for an aspect of music perception that does not
require extensive learning and thus might be exhibited quite
generally by listeners.
I close with a few general remarks concerning the relationship between music psychology and music theory. Musictheoretic proposals that are oriented toward psychological

50SandraE. Trehub, "The Perception of Musical Patterns by Human
Infants:The Provision of SimilarPatternsby their Parents,"in Comparative
Perception,Vol. I, Basic Mechanisms,ed. M. A. Berkley and W. C. Stebbins
(New York: Wiley, 1990), 429-59; SandraE. Trehub and Laurel J. Trainor,
"ListeningStrategies in Infancy: The Roots of Music and Language Development," in CognitiveAspects of Human Audition, ed. S. McAdams and E.
Bigand (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), 278-327.
5SCarolL. Krumhansl and Peter W. Jusczyk, "Infants' Perception of
Phrase Structurein Music," PsychologicalScience 1 (1990): 70-73; Peter W.
Jusczyk and Carol L. Krumhansl, "Pitch and Rhythmic Patterns Affecting
Infants' Sensitivity to Musical Phrase Structure,"Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Human Perceptionand Performance12 (1993): 627-40.
52MechthildPapousek and Hanus Papousek, "MusicalElements in the
Infant's Vocalization:Their Significancefor Communication,Cognition, and
Creativity,"in Advances in Infancy Research, Vol. 1, ed. L. P. Lipsitt (Norwood, N.J.: Ablex, 1981), 163-224.
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issues and informed by the experimental literature are valuable resources for the psychological study of music. In exchange, the experimental results can serve to refine the theoretical proposals, offer complementary techniques, and
explicate the psychological foundations underlying musical
structure.Nonetheless, the divergent aims, terminology, and
methods need to be respected.53Music theory seeks to explicate the analytic relations that exist in music, whereas music psychology is concerned with describingthe processes underlying musical behaviors. Borrowed terminology may also
be problematic unless the disciplinarycontext that embeds
the term is acknowledged. Any music-theoretic proposal is
understood in relation to other similar proposals, just as experimentalresults are interpretedand evaluated with respect
to related empiricalfindings and theoretical claims that have
emerged from previous research. Finally, each discipline has
its established methodologies, the technical nature of which
may impose barriers.
These points of tension between the various disciplines
concerned with music were noted also by Helmholtz, who
concludes of his own research: "But I can scarcely disguise
from myself, that although my researches are confined to the
lowest grade of musical grammar,they may probably appear
too mechanical and unworthy of the dignity of art, to those
theoreticianswho are accustomedto summonthe enthusiastic
feelings called forth by the highest works of art to the sci53See also Eric F. Clarke, "Mind the Gap: Formal Structuresand Psychological Processes in Music," ContemporaryMusic Review 3 (1989): 1-13.

entific investigation of its basis. To these I would simply remark in conclusion, that the . . . investigation really deals

only with the analysisof actuallyexisting sensations-that the
physical methods of observation employed are almost solely
meant to facilitate and assure the work of this analysis and
check its completeness-and that this analysis of the sensations would sufficeto furnishall the results requiredfor music
theory."54
ABSTRACT
Musictheoristsandmusicpsychologists
maybenefitfromincreasing
awarenessof each others'discipline.However,it is necessaryto
delimit the common ground shared by the disciplines and, at the
same time, to clarifybasic differences between the two approaches.
Toward this end, this article begins with a schematic history of the
psychology of music from the point of view of how it has been
influencedby music theory. Following this is a brief characterization
of the goals, methods, and theoreticalcommitmentsof experimental
psychology. The article then reports a recent program of research
that reflects the direct influence of music theory on psychological
experimentation.The experimentstest predictionsof the bottom-up
component of Eugene Narmour's1990implication-realizationmodel
for melodic expectancy. It is shown that five principlesunderlie this
component leading to the development of an experimentally testable, quantitative formulation. The principles are validated across
three different musical styles and listeners varyingin music training
and experience. Implicationsfor the psychologicalstudies of music
are discussed.
54Helmholtz,On the Sensationsof Tone, 6.
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